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Chaotic waveguide-based resonators for microlasers
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We propose the construction of highly directional emission microlasers using two-dimensional high-index
semiconductor waveguides asopen resonators. The prototype waveguide is formed by two collinear leads
connected to a cavity of certain shape. The proposed lasing mechanism requires that the shape of the cavity
yield mixed chaotic ray dynamics so as to have the approplate~phase space! resonance islands. These islands
allow, via Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the appearance of quasibound states~QBSs! which, in turn,
propitiate the lasing mechanism. The energy values of the QBSs are found through the solution of the Helm-
holtz equation. We use classical ray dynamics to predict the direction and intensity of the lasing produced by
such open resonators for typical values of the index of refraction.
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Studies on microcavities which serve as optical resona
have led to the design of semiconductor microlasers, see
example, Ref. 1. One way to obtain high performance mic
cavities is through the excitation ofwhispering-gallery
modes ~WGM!, first observed in 1961 using a spheric
sample of CaF2 :Sm21.2 WGM living in microcavities with
spherical~or circular! geometry were studied in polyestyren
spheres,3 spherical doplets,4 spheres of fused quartz,5 and in
semiconductor disks.6 In Ref. 2, it was also suggested th
WGM could be tuned by deforming the cavity from a sphe
cal shape. This idea has been explored in spheroidal dop7

fused silica spheroids,8 deformed fused silica spheres,9,10 de-
formed disks,11 and other geometries.12 The WGM in a de-
formed disc were first analyzed in terms of chaos theory
Ref. 13, and later a similar analysis was made for deform
doplets.14 Furthermore, based on features of nonlinear
namics, theasymmetric resonant cavity~ARC! as a resonato
for semiconductor lasers was proposed.15 The ARC’s are
two-dimensional~2D! circular resonators with quadrupola
deformations. Small deformations from circular geome
were shown to spoil theQ of WGM but it was found that for
higher deformations bowtie-shapedresonances, instead o
WGM, are responsible for the improvement in the power a
directionality of the laser emission.16

Here we propose the use of a 2D waveguide system a
openresonator with similar topological properties as those
the ARC’s with large deformations. We believe that the gr
advantage of an open resonator may be in that no pede
or couplers~pumpers! close to the cavity are needed, as is t
case with the currently investigated 3D and 2D microlase
see, e.g., Refs. 8, 6, 11, and 16.

The waveguide system is formed by a cavity connecte
two collinear semi-infinite leads of widthd extended along
thex axis. Our prototype waveguide has the geometry of
so-calledcosine billiardextensively studied in Refs. 17–21
it has a flat wall aty50 and a deformed wall given b
y(x)5d1a@12cos(2px/L)#, wherea is the amplitude of the
deformation, andL is the length of the cavity.
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We shall now discuss dynamical features of this syst
using, first, ray optics since it is assumed that the wavelen
of light l is much smaller than the amplitudea of the cosine
profile.

The set of parameters (d,a,L)5(1.0,0.305,5.55) is
known to produce mixed chaotic dynamics19–21 ~an incom-
plete ternary horseshoe19!. The complete panorama of the ra
dynamics is given by the Poincare` map ~PM!, which is the
plot of the orbits of a set of representative initial conditio
as these cross, in a specified direction, a given surfac
section in phase space.22 For our purposes, the surface o
section can be either the botton~flat! or the top ~cosine!
boundary. Thus each time a ray impinges on the top wall
plot the positionx and the sine ofx, wherex is the angle the
ray makes with the normal to the top boundary, see Fig. 1~a!.
Similarly we obtain another plot, see Fig. 1~b!, when we use
the bottom wall as a surface of section. Small variations
the geometrical parameters yield qualitatively the same
pology in phase space. In Fig. 1~a!, we clearly identify three
islands: one large at sin(x)50 and two smaller ones centere
at sin(x)50.3. Motion within these islands correspond
bounded motion inside the cavity~i.e., not accessible to sca
tering trajectories! and are produced by rays bouncing in t
neighborhood of stable period-one and period-four fix
points, respectively.23 With the surface of section at the to
boundary, the phase-space topology of this cavity is v
similar to that of the ARC with large deformations.16 Ob-
serve that even though both Fig. 1~a! and 1~b! are con-
structed using the same orbits in position space, their ph
space topologies are different. As shown below, we shall t
advantage of this difference.

To study the wave scattering phenomena, we numeric
solve the Schro¨dinger equation for our waveguide, as
Refs. 18 and 19, since we know24,25 that the problem of a
TM wave inside a 2D waveguide with Dirichlet bounda
conditions ~Helmholtz equation! is equivalent to that of a
quantum wave in a 2D billiard~Schrödinger equation!.

It has been shown19,20 for this waveguide with geometri
cal parameters (d,a,L)5(1.0,0.305,5.55) that a plot of th
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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Landauer conductanceG presents sharp resonances at en
gies where the wave functions either tunnel into class
resonance islands~forbidden phase-space regions for clas
cal scattering!, or have their support around them. Tho
scattering wave functions that tunnel into classical isla
are very similar to a set of eigenfunctions of the correspo
ing closed cavity,21 hence we shall refer to them as qua
bound states~QBSs!. It was also found21 that QBS’s may be
of two types only:M type orI type, see Fig. 2. TheM type ~I
type! corresponds to a wave function with support on t
period-four ~period-one! resonance. The patterns of Fig.

FIG. 1. Poincare` mape for the closed cavity. The Poincare´ sur-
face of section is located at~a! the deformed wall:y(x)5d1a@1
2cos(2px/L)#, and ~b! the flat wall: y(x)50. The parameters
(d,a,L)5(1.0,0.305,5.55) were used. Some critical lines for refr
tive scape are also shown.
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are produced by waves incident from the left modes 3 an
respectively. Note that there is no evidence of reflecti
which is a general feature of the lowest modes, as show
Refs. 18 and 19.

In Fig. 3, we present a plot ofG for a range of energies
supporting 20 propagating modes. The insets~a! and~b! en-
large two sharp dips ofG corresponding to the QBSs of Figs
2~a! and 2~b!, respectively.

If the waveguide system is constructed with a semic
ductor material having a refractive indexn and we introduce
a wave into one of the leads with an energy correspondin
a sharp resonance inG, the cavity acts as an open resona
since the light will bounce in the cavity region following a
M-type or anI-type orbit. Also, we assume silvered surfac
along the lead so that light inside the waveguide underg
specular reflections at the silvered surfaces and has a ch
to escape only in the cavity region. According to Snell’s la
there is a critical anglexc5sin21 (1/n) such that ifx.xc the

-

FIG. 3. Dimensionless conductanceG as a function ofE. Insets
~a! and ~b! enlarge the dips whose energies were used to calcu
the wave functions of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively.
s,

FIG. 2. Wave functionsuC(x,y)u2 calculated at resonance.~a! E54008.8583,~b! E54027.0597. These QBSs correspond to modes~a!

3, and~b! 6. The cavity is defined in the rangex5@0,5.55#. E5EL /E* ;Mmax
2 p2; whereEL is the expression for the energy in the lead

E* 5\2/(2med
2), and Mmax is the largest transversal modem beyond which the longitudinal wave vectorkm

5A(2meEL /\2)2(m2p2/d2) becomes complex.
4-2
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ray light reflects specularly, while ifx,xc the ray light re-
fracts. In Fig. 1, some critical lines for refractive esca
sin(xc) are plotted for different refractive indices. For a give
value ofn, orbits corresponding to points above~below! the
critical line will reflect ~escape!.

Since the QBSs formM-type or I-type patterns, we can
use ray dynamics to estimate the direction~using Snell’s law!
and the intensity~using Fresnel transmittance and refrac
nce! of the emission for a given refractive indexn. We do
this by following the motion of an ensemble of rays wi
initial conditions inside the resonance islands and by cou
ing the number of times the rays visit each of the element
a mesh defined both inside and outside~to consider escape
from! the cavity. The mesh is a 5553555 square lattice
which spans the whole plots of Fig. 4. At the end of t
counting, each mesh element with coordinates~x, y! has a
weightr(x,y) which is the classical counterpart of the wa
function uC(x,y)u2.26 In Fig. 4, we show the patterns ob
tained from ray dynamics for bothM-type @Figs. 4~a,b!# and
I-type @Figs. 4~c,d!# functions for different values ofn.

Consider theM-type QBS @Fig. 2~a!# that lives on the
small islands of the PM’s of Fig. 1, as shown in Ref. 19. L
us also assume that the flat surface of the cavity is silve
so light bouncing inside the cavity may only escape throu
its deformed boundary. In this case, theM-type QBS is
equivalent to the bowtie mode present in the ARC’s w
large deformations.16 As an illustration, if the waveguide is
constructed with a semiconductor with refractive indexn
53.33, the line for refractive escape, shown in Fig. 1~a!, will
cut the small islands centered at sin(x)50.3 approximately
through the middle. Since the average angle of incidenc
the M-type function on the deformed boundary is sligh
less than the critical anglexc'17.5°, the reflectivityR of
this boundary is~given by the Fresnel’s coefficients! suffi-
ciently high~;70%! to permit laser action with the directio
shown in Fig. 4~a!. In contrast, if light is allowed to escap
only through the flat boundary then theM-type function has

FIG. 4. Ray-optics predictionr(x,y) of lasing emission for the
M-type @~a! and~b!# andI-type @~c! and~d!# wave functions, where
~a! n53.33,~b! n51.85,~c! n56, and~d! n53.7. The thick black
lines in ~b!–~d! mean silvered surfaces.
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two different angles of incidence on that boundary, see F
1~b!: one atxc'90° @the two small half islands at sin(x)
'0] and other atxc'33° @the small island centered a
sin(x)'0.57]. For a semiconductor cavity withn,6, the
boundary presents a lowR ~,50%! at normal incidence
(xc'90°). To reduce the laser threshold we could leave j
an unsilvered region aroundx5L/2 to permit the escape o
light only for xc'33°. In this situation a refractive index o
n51.85 leads to a reflectivity of;70%. The emission unde
these conditions is shown in Fig. 4~b!.

The I-type QBS of Fig. 2~b!, living in the large island
centered atx5L/2 and with a small sin(x) in both PM’s of
Fig. 1 ~as shown in Ref. 21!, can be directly associated wit
a curved mirror Fabry-Perot resonator, since it bounces w
almost normal incidence between both walls of the cav
We will consider only the flat boundary of the cavity to b
completely silvered, but the next arguments also work in
opposite case. To construct a kind of Fabry-Perot reson
with ‘‘one semisilvered mirror’’ we need a semiconduct
material withn.6 in order to have a reflectivity of abou
50% (R;0.5), see Fig. 4~c!. But note that sincen is quite
large, the beam spreads out due to Snell’s law. This prob
may be fixed by also silvering the deformed boundary of
cavity but leaving a hole smaller than the width~in real
space! of the I-type resonance. For example, if the unsilver
hole is half of the width of theI-type function, the reflectiv-
ity will increase up to 65%. However, under this conditio

FIG. 5. Poincare` maps for the closed cavity with surface o
section~a! at the deformed wall, and~b! at the flat wall. (d,a,L)
5(1.0,0.51,5.55). Critical lines for refractive scape are shown.~c!
V-type QBSsuC(x,y)u2 corresponding to left-incoming mode 18
usingE54095.1021. Ray-optics predictionr(x,y) of lasing emis-
sion for ~d! n56 and~e! n52.5. The thick black line in~e! means
a silvered surface.
4-3
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already a value ofn53.7 produces a 50% reflectivity whic
corresponds to a Fabry-Perot resonator with a semisilve
mirror, see Fig. 4~d!.

In Refs. 15 and 16 it was shown that the ray dynam
prediction of lasing emission is in rather good agreem
with experimental realizations, so we expect that the pre
tions of Fig. 4 are also valid.

It is clear that by an appropriate choice of the geometr
parameters of the cavity, one can tailor design the emis
pattern. For example,V-type QBSs may be produced wit
(d,a,L)5(1.0,0.51,5.55), as shown in Fig. 5~c!. Figures
5~a! and 5~b! are plots of the PM’s for the deformed and fl
boundaries of the cavity, respectively. In Fig. 5~c!, the wave
function of mode number 18 for a resonant energy~support-
ing 20 propagating modes! is shown. This is aV-type QBS
living inside the stability islands of the PM’s of Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!. As before, if the flat surface of the cavity is si
vered, the normal incidence of theV-type QBS on the de-
formed boundary will produce a kind of Fabry-Perot reso
tor with a semisilvered mirror when using a material w
n56 (R;0.5), shown in Fig. 5~d!. Finally, with a deformed
s.

-
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silvered boundary, the reflectivity will be about 70% for a
index of refractionn52.5, see Fig. 5~e!.

The quality factorQ gives a measure of the response
the cavity to excitation. Following the procedure of Ref. 2
we obtain for our cavity the expressionQ52pARnl/(1
2R)l, where l is the length of the trapped trajectory. Th
reflectivity R depends on the index of refractionn and, as in
the case of Fig. 4~d!, on the size of the unsilvered hole. Fo
I-, V-, and M-type QBS l is approximatelyd12a, 2.2(d
11.57a), and 4.4(d11.45a), respectively. HenceQ is ap-
proximately four times larger forM-type that for I-type
QBSs, for a givenl!1.

In conclusion, we have proposed the experimental real
tion of microlasers as open semiconductor resonators w
controllable laser emission. Using ray as well as wave
namics we explained the physical mechanism by which
ing can occur; it takes advantage of mixed chaotic dynam
together with quantum tunneling into classically forbidd
phase-space regions. Finally, it is worth to point out that
values of the index of refraction used here are typical
conventional semiconductor materials and alloys.28
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